VELA PRE-USE

• To enter the pre-use check menu, press and hold accept (located above the control knob)
• Turn unit on in the back while holding accept
• Confirm “Patient Removed”
• Perform “Leak Test”
  – This will either pass or fail, recheck circuit for leaks if test fails
• Each test can be done manually, i.e. check lamp lights or alarm sound
## VELA

**Current ventilator settings, press on any value to make changes via control knob**

**Measured parameters (tap to change what is displayed, up to 5 may displayed at one time)**

**Press to change display from waveforms, loops, or large number parameters**

**Current mode, press to change mode**

**Alarm Silence/Reset**

**Freeze screen (this will allow you to scroll through the graphs)**

**Inspiratory hold and Expiratory hold (press and hold), the value will be displayed below the settings.**

**100% O2 for 2 minutes**

**Control knob**

**Alarm parameters**